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Dear Members and Partners, 
  
We are delighted to introduce to you IGS Schreiner GmbH as member of the New Silk Road 

Network and experts in Forwarding and Trucking.   

 

Founded in 1974 and based in Hamburg, IGS Schreiner GmbH has an impressive service portfolio. 

Their forwarding arm handles everything from road transport for groupage /LTL/FTL cargo from / 

to Hamburg, to FCL intermodal transport withn Germany, and sea and rail from/to Asia. Thanks to 

their own CFS in Hamburg, they have developed strong expertise in loading and securing rail 

containers. In terms of cargo, IGS Schreiner handles a very diversified range of commodities with 

an interest in FMCG goods. Food, textiles, electronic goods, medical and healthcare items, as well 

as wax / rubber products are amongst the common goods processed.   

 

The above is supported by a stong fleet of 50 company owned trucks and an additional 250 + 

vehicles for daily dispatches. Being a logistics service provider handling general cargo, LTL and 

FTL (also temperature controlled +14 to +18°C) as well as container trucking FCL-wise, they have 

almost all kinds of trucks in use. Strong routes include Germany (express service), as well as 

Austria, Switzerland, UK, Poland, Belgium, The Netherlands, Italy, France and Scandinavia.   

 

Add on services include an AEO certified customs clearance department and 4 bonded warehouses 

operated by their parent group in Hamburg, which provides also direct access to their own IGS 

Intermodal network for FCL transports, incl. own depots in southern Germany.   

 

For enquiries, please don't hesitate to reach out to:   

 

Henning Eggers - Manager Sales & Marketing  
Email: h.eggers@igs-logistics.de  

 

Alen Burekovic - China Rail Business Development & General Inquiries  
Email:a.burekovicz@igs-logistics.de  

 

General rail enquiries:   
Email:china-rail@igs-logistics.de  

 

You can also find a more detailed version of their portfolio in their member profile. Log in with 

your username & password here: https://www.newsilkroadnetwork.com/en/login 
  

恭祝商祺 / Warmest regards,   

 

刘紫微 / Ziwei Liu 
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CEO / Co-Founder 
 

   
 
New Silk Road Network   
Museumstraße 2-6   
28195 Bremen, Germany 
  
Tel:+49 (0) 421 56646250  
Mobile: +49 (0) 176 84929502  
Wechat: ZL_BIZ  
Email: ziwei@nsr-network.com  
www.newsilkroadnetwork.com  
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